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Figure 1: (A) PrivacyMic’s Pi Zero-based hardware (B) captures audible (green) and ultrasonic (purple) frequencies and (C)
uses in-hardware flters to (D) remove privacy-sensitive speech (red) frequencies to (E) perform privacy-preserving activity
recognition.

ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

Sound presents an invaluable signal source that enables computing systems to perform daily activity recognition. However, microphones are optimized for human speech and hearing ranges: capturing private content, such as speech, while omitting useful, inaudible
information that can aid in acoustic recognition tasks. We simulated
acoustic recognition tasks using sounds from 127 everyday household/workplace objects, fnding that inaudible frequencies can act
as a substitute for privacy-sensitive frequencies. To take advantage
of these inaudible frequencies, we designed a Raspberry Pi-based
device that captures inaudible acoustic frequencies with settings
that can remove speech or all audible frequencies entirely. We conducted a perception study, where participants “eavesdropped” on
PrivacyMic’s fltered audio and found that none of our participants
could transcribe speech. Finally, PrivacyMic’s real-world activity
recognition performance is comparable to our simulated results,
with over 95% classifcation accuracy across all environments, suggesting immediate viability in performing privacy-preserving daily
activity recognition.

• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI); Ubiquitous and mobile computing; Ubiquitous and mobile computing systems and tools.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Microphones are perhaps the most ubiquitous sensor in computing
devices today. Beyond facilitating audio capture and replay for applications such as phone calls and connecting people, these sensors
allow computers to perform tasks as our digital assistants. With the
rise of voice agents, embodied in smartphones, smartwatches, and
smart speakers, computing devices use these sensors to transform
themselves into listening devices and interact with us naturally
through language. Their ubiquity has led them to fnd other purposes beyond speech, powering novel interaction methods such
as in-air and on-body gestural inputs [39, 45]. More importantly,
microphones have found use within health sensing applications,
such as measuring lung function and performing cough detection
[16, 23]. While the potential of ubiquitous IoT devices is limitless,
the ever-present, ever listening microphone presents signifcant
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privacy concerns to users. This confict leaves us at a crossroads:
How do we capture sounds to power these helpful, always-on applications without capturing intimate, sensitive conversations? The
current “all-or-nothing” model of disabling microphones in return
for privacy throws away all the microphone-based applications of
the past three decades.
Typically, the microphones that drive our modern interfaces are
primarily designed to operate within human hearing — roughly
20Hz to 20kHz. This focus on the audible spectrum is perhaps
not surprising given these microphones are most often used to
capture sounds for transmission or playback to other people. However, removing the speech portion of the audible range reduces the
accuracy of audible-only sound classifcation systems, as speech
makes up almost half of the audible range. Fortunately, there exists
a wealth of information beyond human hearing: in both infrasound
and ultrasound. The human-audible biases in sound capture needlessly limit computers’ ability to utilize sound. However, useful,
inaudible acoustic frequencies can be used to generate new sound
models and perform activity recognition, entirely without the use
of human-audible sound. Furthermore, these inaudible frequencies
can replace privacy-sensitive frequency bands, such as speech, and
compensate for the loss of information when speech frequencies
are removed.
In this work, we seek to explore sounds outside of human hearing and their utility for sound-driven event and activity recognition.
As an exploration into inaudible sounds, we built a wide-band audio capture apparatus capable of recording infrasonic, audible, and
ultrasonic frequencies. We used this apparatus to collect audio
from 127 commonplace items (e.g., faucet, gas furnace, microwave,
light bulbs) across three homes and four commercial buildings.
We use this dataset to answer two primary questions: (1) Do our
daily-use objects emit signifcant infrasonic and ultrasonic sounds?
(2) If the devices do emit these sounds, are these inaudible frequencies useful for recognition? From our spectral analysis, we
found all of our objects emit inaudible frequencies that contain
signifcant information power: almost 43% exists outside of human
hearing.
Our inaudible sounds evaluation thus informed our design of
PrivacyMic, a wide-range microphone with in-hardware flters
that can remove speech frequencies or all audible frequencies entirely. To facilitate easy deployment in a wide variety of applications, PrivacyMic is fully Raspberry Pi compatible, shares the
same footprint as a Raspberry Pi Zero, and draws less than 1mA,
allowing for mobile and battery-powered applications. We then
used PrivacyMic to perform a user study simulating eavesdropping where participants listened in on fltered speech: none of our
participants could transcribe a single word in the audio clip on
either flter setting. These results suggest that the captured audio
is unintelligible to the naked ear and provides a degree of privacy
for always-on listening devices. Finally, we performed a real-world
study, performing activity recognition tasks using speech-fltered or
audible-fltered input across three common environments, kitchen,
bathroom, and ofce, and found over 95% accuracy across all environments and flter settings. By performing privacy-preserving activity recognition, we hope this work provides an alternative to the
“all-or-nothing” model and inspires greater adoption of inaudible
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frequencies as privacy-preserving signal sources for acoustic activity recognition.

2

RELATED WORK

While there are many direct sensing approaches that instrument
specifc objects for detecting human activity, such as water-pressure
sensors [13], powerline sensors [17], and sensor fusion approaches
[24], we focus more closely on acoustic-only methods to contextualize our work. We primarily look at sound classifcation and labeling
systems, which try to predict the sound in an audio clip (e.g., dog
barking, doorbell ringing). Building upon these systems are acoustic
activity recognition systems, which, similar to PrivacyMic, work
on the assumption that sound events have a direct inference on
human activity (e.g., if the sound detected is a microwave, a person
must be using it). We also look at other work that more broadly
uses inaudible sounds as sensing mechanisms. Finally, we review
works that explore privacy-related concerns with microphones.

2.1

Collected Sound Databases and Labeling

Sound labeling systems focus on predicting the content of an audio segment. Classical machine learning approaches employ Fast
Fourier Transforms (FFTs) and Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefcients
(MFCCs) as features and use conventional supervised learning algorithms for classifcation. For example, Foggia et al. [11] use a
bag of words model with Support Vector Machines (SVMs) as a
classifer. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) have also been employed
for context recognition as showcased by Eronen et al. [10]. In more
recent work, deep learning has shown exceptional performance
in sound labeling tasks. These approaches rely on convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) for classifcation, omitting the need to
create hand-crafted features. For example, AudioSet [14] can label
all the events that occurred within a sound clip. NELS [9] presents a
never-ending learner of sounds, a system that continuously learns
from the web relations between sound and language, and uses a
CNN for event detection. Sound has also been used for scene and
object recognition, as presented in SoundNet [4]. Works by Cakir
et al. [6] have also exploited the temporal nature of sound and have
used convolutional recurrent neural networks to create sound models. Most of these approaches use thousands of labeled data points
in the audible spectrum and rely heavily on tightly curated and
well-labeled sound databases to develop and train their models. As
a result, these models cannot be easily extended to utilize inaudible
frequencies.
Supporting these models are sound efect libraries, which provide an abundance of labeled sound data. These sound efects are
pure and atomic, meaning that the clip’s sound is tightly segmented
and contains only a single class of sound. Additionally, within the
last 20 years, compiled and crowdsourced-labeled datasets, such
as FreeSound [12] and AudioSet [14], have become increasingly
available. These sound sources are not necessarily atomic and pure
but do provide variety to improve machine learning methods’ generalizability. Unfortunately, both of these datasets have varying
sampling rates from 16kHz to 48kHz. While a 48kHz recording may,
in theory, extend into ultrasound (i.e., Nyquist limit = 24kHz), it is
uncertain that the microphone used for recording had a frequency
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response in either the infrasonic or ultrasonic range. Thus, the collected sound databases available today are unsuitable for training
an inaudible sound-based activity recognition models.

2.2

Acoustic Activity Recognition

Acoustic activity recognition systems build upon sound labeling
works by using a sound classifcation model to infer activity. These
works rely on the assumption that a sound event is a direct result of
human activity. The most prevalent example in commercial applications is ShotSpotter [40], which performs audible gunshot detection.
Synthetic Sensors [24] uses a sensor fusion approach, but relies
most heavily on microphone data for activity recognition. In terms
of more generalized sound-based activity recognition models, Ubicoustics [23] performs acoustic activity recognition using standard
audible microphones in laptops and mobile devices. These systems
purposefully downsample audio input to 16kHz (Nyquist limit =
8kHz) to reduce computational overhead and training set homogeneity, as audio datasets contain audio clips of varying sampling
rates. This downsampling causes the resultant audio to omit useful
higher frequencies and rely heavily on speech frequencies (300Hz
< f < 8kHz) as input. PrivacyMic takes advantage of this omitted
source of information and showcases the utility of inaudible bands
for privacy-preserving sensing.

2.3

performs speech and audible fltering in hardware before the ADC,
such that 1) it is robust to voice injection attacks since speech
frequencies are aggressively fltered and 2) an attacker cannot modify the software of PrivacyMic to allow privacy-sensitive audio to
leave the device. We discuss these hardware flters further in our
Hardware Implementation section and in our Privacy Evaluation.

Infrasound and Ultrasound for Sensing

While infrasound has been used to evoke human sensory responses,
such as reproducing the efects of earthquakes and interactive vibrating sculptures, it has a relatively small body of work in HCI
applications as a sensing method. Kijima et al. built a system detecting door opening and closing [22], and Chang et al. used infrasound
sensors to determine the state of windmill farms [7]. Ultrasound has
a much greater body of previous work, such as being used for hand
[19] and facial [20] gesture detection, including imaging within the
body [28]. Further, ultrasound has been used as a tool for indoor
localization [38] and data transfer [15]. Despite an extensive literature search, we could not fnd prior work that passively collects
infrasound and ultrasound and treats them as extensions of audible
sound as a sensing method.

2.4

Figure 2: An image of the wide-band audio capture rig, consisting of infrasound, audible, and ultrasonic microphones,
along with a camera. The set-up is used to capture sounds
from 127 diferent objects and devices commonly found in
residential homes and commercial buildings. The data is
used to determine which frequency components are most
predictive of object and device usage.

3

INAUDIBLE SOUNDS COLLECTION

Given the number of animals that can hear sub-Hz infrasound
(e.g., whales, elephants, and rhinos) [43] and well into ultrasound
(e.g., dogs to 44kHz, cats to 77kHz, dolphins to 150kHz) [43], it
is perhaps unsurprising that there is a world of exciting sounds
around us that we cannot hear. While these animals have adapted
their hearing to meet their evolutionary needs, such as for longdistance communication, hunting prey, and echolocation, human
hearing, and subsequently microphones, have been tuned to capture
human sounds and speech [34]. We designed an information power
study to explore the inaudible world and answer two fundamental
questions: (1) Do our daily-use objects emit signifcant infrasonic
and ultrasonic sounds? (2) If the devices do emit these sounds, are
these inaudible frequencies useful for recognition?

Privacy and Microphones

As the number of microphone-containing devices increases in our
daily lives, there is signifcant interest in works that look to both exploit privacy issues and assuage privacy concerns [27, 31]. Systems
that look to attack microphones can inject audio to initiate unauthorized commands to voice agents using lasers [41], ultrasonic
side channels [2], non-linearities in commodity smartphone microphones [36]. From a privacy-preserving sensing perspective, Larson
et al. explore cough detection by creating a carefully crafted feature
set that can reproduce cough sounds but not speech [25]. Zhang
et al. explore privacy-preserving Parkinson’s disease tracking by
discarding all but non-speech body sounds [46]. Lee et al. explore
algorithms that garble speech, but keep other biologically-relevant
sounds intact for lung disease tracking [26]. However, while the
fnal features obscure speech and ensure a degree of privacy, these
works perform the fltering in software, allowing for the possibility
that unfltered audio can leave the audio capture device. PrivacyMic

3.1

Wideband Capture Apparatus

To collect sounds from three distinct regions of the acoustic spectrum, we built an audio-capture rig (see Figure 2) that combines
three microphones with targeted frequency responses: infrasound,
audible, and ultrasound. While these microphones have overlap
in frequency responses, we defne acoustic frequency ranges and
source signals from the appropriate microphone with the least attenuation to create a “hybrid” microphone. We describe our methodology in detail in further sections. The microphones are all connected
via USB to a standard confguration 2013 MacBook Pro 15” for synchronized data capture. The internal microphone in the MacBook
Pro was also captured as an additional audible source for possible
future uses. We also added a webcam to provide video recordings
of the objects in operation. FFMpeg (Fast Forward Moving Pictures
Expert Group) was used to simultaneously capture from all audio
sources and the webcam, synchronously. FFMpeg was confgured
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to use a lossless WAV codec for each of the audio sources (set to the
appropriate sampling rate) and H.264 with a QScale of 1 (Highest
Quality) for the video recording. These choices were to ensure that
no losses due to compression occurred in the data collection stage.
We defne infrasound as frequencies below human hearing (f
< 20Hz) [30]. To capture infrasonic acoustic energy, we used an
Infltec INFRA20 Infrasound Monitor, via a Serial-to-USB connector. The INFRA20 has a 50Hz sampling rate with a pass-band from
0.05Hz to 20Hz [18]. While the sensor itself has a frequency response above 20Hz (Figure 3, top), the device has an analog 8 Pole
elliptic flter with a 20Hz corner frequency low pass flter. As a
result, we do not use the INFRA20 to source acoustic signal for any
other acoustic region.
While humans can detect sounds in a frequency range from 20Hz
to 20kHz, this is often in ideal situations and childhood, whereas
the upper limit in average adults is often closer to 15-17kHz [33].
We quickly confrmed this by having adult colleagues listen to
15-17kHz test tones and all had their hearing limits within this
range. For this paper’s purposes, we defne the upper limit of audible as the midpoint of that range (i.e., what can be expected for
an average adult to be able to hear), resulting in a total audible
range of 20Hz < f < 16kHz. To capture audible signals, we used
a Blue Yeti Microphone set to Cardioid mode to direct sensitivity
towards the forward direction with a gain of 50%. [5]. The Yeti has
a 48kHz sampling rate and a measured frequency response of 20Hz
to 20kHz (Figure 3, middle) [35]. While our ultrasonic microphone’s
frequency response includes the Yeti’s entirely, the Yeti had less
attenuation from 10kHz to 16kHz. As a result, we source our audible
signal solely from the Yeti.
For ultrasound frequencies (f > 16kHz), we used a Dodotronic
Ultramic384k [8]. The Ultramic384k has a 384kHz sampling rate,
with a stated frequency range up to 192kHz. The Ultramic384k uses
a Knowles FG-series Electret capsule microphone. While we could
not fnd a response curve from Dodotronic directly, we found the
following response curve from Knowles for the FG microphone
from 10kHz up to 110kHz (Figure 3, bottom) [3]. In laboratory
testing, we found the Ultramic384k continues to be responsive
above 110kHz to the Nyquist limit of 192kHz and as low as 20Hz.
Our Ultramic384k had less attenuation than the Yeti from 16kHz
to 20kHz (the upper limit of the Yeti), resulting in our ultrasound
signal sourced solely from the Ultramic384k.

3.2

Data Collection Procedure

To introduce real-world variety and many diferent objects, including diferent models of the same item (e.g., Shark vacuum vs. Dyson
vacuum), data was collected across three homes and four commercial buildings. More information about these locations and a full list
of all these objects can be seen in Table 1. In the real world, sensing
devices are not always aforded the luxury of perfectly direct and
close sensing. We assessed, after some preliminary testing of how
far and of-angle we can place the rig while capturing good signal,
that a 45° angle at a distance of 3 m are reasonable parameters
(less than -12 dB attenuation across all microphones) to simulate
conditions experienced by a sensing device in the home or ofce
while still retaining good signal quality. It is important to note that
this is not the distance limit of PrivacyMic, see Figure 7. For some
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Figure 3: Individual frequency response curves for the infrasound, audible, ultrasonic microphones plotted on log-log
axis. The optimal frequency response for each microphone
is used to synthetically construct a single microphone from
0.05Hz to 192kHz.

of our items, physical constraints (e.g., small spaces like kitchens
and bathrooms) prevented us from measuring at those angles and
distances. In those cases, a best efort was made to maintain distances and angles that would be expected in a real-world sensor
deployment.
Before recording the object, a 5-second snapshot was taken as a
background recording to be used later for background subtraction.
Almost immediately after, the item was activated, and a 30-second
recording was performed. Five instances of background recording
and item recording were captured for each item. For items that do
not require human input to continue operation, such as a faucet,
the item was turned on prior to the beginning of the 30-second
recording, but after the 5-second snapshot, and left on for the entirety of the clip. For an item that required human input, such as
fushing a toilet, the item was repeatedly activated for the entire
duration of the clip (i.e., every toilet clip has multiple fushes). The
laptop’s microphone and video from the webcam on the rig were
also captured in the clips for potential future use. If multiple items
were being recorded in the same session, we would rotate through
items in a random order so that none of the objects’ sounds were
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collected back-to-back to avoid having their clips sound too similar
or be contiguous. If only one item was being captured in that session, the rig would be moved and re-placed prior to recording. This
was to prevent the capture from being identical and adds variety
for machine learning classifcation and would result in accuracy
numbers more indicative of real-world performance. Lastly, if objects had multiple “modes” (e.g., faucet normal vs. faucet spray), we
captured both as separate instances.

3.2.1 Homes. We collected sounds in 3 homes: one apartment,
one townhome, and one single-family single-story home. We focused primarily on recording kitchen and bathroom sounds, but
also captured additional interesting objects. 71 of our 127 sounds
were sourced in homes. In the kitchen, we focused primarily on
capturing sounds from kitchen appliances such as blenders and coffee makers as well as commonly found fxtures such as faucets and
drawers. Overall, 30 diferent kitchen objects were collected across
three homes. In the bathroom, we focused mainly on capturing
sounds from water-based sources such as toilets and showers. Additionally, we captured everyday grooming objects, such as electric
toothbrushes, electric shavers, and hairdryers. Overall, 24 diferent
bathroom objects were collected across three homes. Apart from
those two contexts, we captured general home items, such as laundry washers and dryers, vacuum cleaners, and shredders. We also
collected audio from two vehicles, one motorcycle and one car. This
resulted in an additional 17 objects collected across two of the three
homes.

3.2.2 Commercial Buildings. We also wanted to collect sounds in
commercial buildings, as the general nature of similar objects difers
and introduces a variety of diferent objects. We chose four diferent
environments across four commercial buildings: workshops, ofce
spaces, bathrooms, and kitchenettes. We also collected sounds from
objects of interest that did not ft in those four categories. 56 of our
127 sounds were sourced in commercial buildings. The workshop
contained primarily power tools such as saws and drills, as well
as specialized tools, such as laser cutters and CNC machines. We
also captured sounds from fxtures such as faucets and paper towel
dispensers. Overall, 12 objects were sourced from one of the four
commercial buildings. The commercial bathroom, similar to the
home bathroom, focused on water-based sounds from toilets and
faucets but also contained sounds from things not commonly found
in home bathrooms like paper towel dispensers and stall doors.
This environment contributed 16 objects from three of the four
commercial buildings.
The kitchenette consisted of small ofce/workplace-style kitchens
containing microwaves, cofee machines, and sometimes dishwashers and faucets. This environment contributed to 18 objects from
two of the four commercial buildings. The ofce space contained
sounds such as doors, elevators, printers, and projectors, contributing 6 distinct sounds from one of the four commercial buildings.
The miscellaneous category contained sounds that were collected
in the commercial buildings but did not ft in the above four categories. This included items such as vacuums and a speaker amplifer,
contributing 4 items from one of the four commercial buildings.

4
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INAUDIBLE SOUNDS EVALUATION

To evaluate the importance of each region of acoustic energy, we
frst featurize our raw signals using a log-binned Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), which we then analyze using information power metrics.
Finally, we use these metrics to perform classifcation tasks using
diferent combinations of features sourced from distinct acoustic
regions. We want to explicitly state that this study is meant to
strictly evaluate the utility of diferent acoustic spectra and is not
an evaluation of real-world performance (which we evaluate in our
Real World Evaluation). We now describe each section in detail.

4.1

Featurization

In order to provide features for feature ranking and machine learning, we frst create a high-resolution FFT of the infrasound, audible,
and ultrasound recordings, for both the background and the object. We then perform background subtraction, subtracting the
background FFT components from the object’s FFT. This allows
us to create a very clean FFT signature of solely the object, which
minimizes the machine learning models from learning the background rather than the object itself. Since the 127 classes were
collected across diferent locations, the background information
aids by efectively segmenting the classes by location, which helps
separate similar objects (e.g., sinks vs sinks) due to their diferent
backgrounds.
However, using fxed bin sizes with 0.1Hz resolution, the resulting feature vector contains approximately 2 million features.
Therefore, to maintain high frequency resolution at low frequencies
while keeping the number of features reasonable, we composite a
100 log-binned feature vector from 0Hz to 192kHz. This resulted in
27 infrasound bins, 53 audible bins, and 20 ultrasound bins. These
feature vectors (and subsets of these vectors) will be used as inputs
both for our Feature Ranking tasks and our classifcation tasks. The
feature bins can be seen in Figure 4.
While it is prevalent for sound-based methods to use Mel-frequency
cepstral coefcients (MFCCs), we opt for FFTs due to their versatility in capturing the signal outside of human-centric speech. MFCCs
are widely used for speech recognition and employ the Mel flter
bank, which is optimized for human hearing and auditory perception [44]. As humans are better at discerning pitch changes at low
frequencies rather than higher ones, the Mel flter bank becomes
broader and less concerned with variations for higher frequencies
[44]. Therefore, while great for detecting human speech, which has
a fundamental frequency from 300Hz and a maximum frequency of
8kHz [42], it allocates a large portion of the coefcients in that low
fundamental frequency range and performs poorly in capturing the
discriminative features at higher frequency ranges as its resolution
decreases.

4.2

Spectral Information Power

To quantify the importance of each spectral band, we employ feature
selection methods that rank each band by its information power.
There are several ways this can be done, including unsupervised
feature selection or dimensionality reduction methods, such as
Principal Component Analysis (PCA). However, since we have a
well-labeled dataset, we can perform supervised feature selection
and classifcation using Random Forests, which are robust and can
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Table 1: Comprehensive table of the 127 objects and devices recorded with the wide-band audio capture rig, along with location
and environmental information such as room type and size.
Location

Dims (m) [L]

Apartment:
Kitchen/Living
Room
Apartment:
Bathroom
Apartment:
Car Garage
Townhome:
Kitchen
Townhome:
Workshop
Townhome:
Bathroom
Townhome:
Laundry
Room
Townhome:
Hallway
Townhome:
Outdoors
Home:
Kitchen
Home:
Bathroom
Commercial1:
Bathroom
Commercial1:
Workshop
Commercial1:
Lab Space
Commercial1:
Kitchenette
Commercial1:
Storage
Hallway
Commercial2:
Kitchenette
Commercial3:
Bathroom
Commercial4:
Bathroom

[W]

[H]

Objects

Wall Materials

Air Filter, Blender, CFL Bulb, Dishwasher, Kitchen Drawer, Faucet (Normal), Faucet (Spray), Humidifer, Ice Maker,
Computer Keyboard, KitchenAid Mixer, Microwave, Printer, Refrigerator Door, Paper Shredder, Anova Sous Vide, Drywall/Glass
Toaster Oven, Shark Vacuum, Stove Vent, Water Boiler
Bathroom Drawer, Clothes Dryer, Face Scrubber, Faucet, Hair Dryer, Electric Shaver, Shower (Normal), Shower
Drywall/Glass
(Spray), Toilet Flush, Electric Toothbrush, Clothes Washer, Waterpik

Notes

14.4

6.8

2.4

4.6

2.4

2.4

15.0

6.0

3.5

Car

Concrete

13.2

4.5

2.6

Blender, Cofee Grinder, Faucet (Normal), Faucet (Spray), Milk Frother, Garbage Disposal, Microwave, Refrigerator
Door, Refrigerator Water Dispenser, SodaStream, Stove, Stove Vent, Toaster, Toaster Oven, Water Boiler

Drywall/Wood/Glass

Room contains windows

15.1

3.5

2.2

Horizontal Saw, Tool Box

Stone

Room is in basement, has building supports

5.9

4.2

2.4

Bathtub Faucet, Floor Heater, Hair Dryer

Drywall

Room contains windows

3.8

1.5

2.4

Clothes Dryer, Hot Water Heater, HVAC Furnace

Drywall

3.5

1.5

2.4

Fireplace

Drywall

Room contains windows, hallway that
connects to other rooms

N/A

N/A

N/A

Motorcycle

N/A

Outdoors open area

3.2

3.2

2.4

Dishwasher, Milk Frother

Drywall/Wood/Glass

Room contains windows

3.6

2.8

2.4

Bath Faucet, Bathroom Cabinet, Bathroom Drawer, Ceiling Fan, Sink Faucet, Electric Shaver, Shower, Toilet Flush,
Drywall/Glass
Electric Toilet Seat, Electric Toothbrush, Waterpik

Room contains glass mirror and glass
shower walls

Faucet, Paper Towel Dispenser, Soap Dispenser, Stall Door, Toilet Flush, Urinal Flush

Bathroom stalls are metal

5.6

2.5

2.4

13.4

5.0

12.7

13.8

5.5

2.6

9.2

5.5

2.6

4.4

1.2

4.8
5.2
6.4

Drywall + Metal

Room contains windows
Room contains glass mirror and glass
shower walls
Apartment complex indoor garage parking structure

CNC Mill, Air Compressor, Drill Press, Dust Gorilla, Faucet, Angle Grinder, Hand Drill, Laser Cutter Vacuum,
Drywall
Paper Towel Dispenser, Rotary Saw, Shop Vac, Table Saw
Cofee Machine, Door Close, Dyson Vacuum, Elevator, Espresso Machine, Hair Dryer, Hand Vacuum, Ice Maker,
Drywall/Metal/Glass
Microwave, Printer, Projector, Refrigerator Door, Sliding Door, Speaker Amp, Toaster Oven, Water Fountain
Blender, Cabinet, Cofee Grinder, Dishwasher, Faucet (Normal), Faucet (Spray), Microwave, Refrigerator Door,
Drywall/Wood/Glass
Water Boiler

Room contains machine shop equipment
Conjoined with Commercial1: Kitchenette
Conjoined with Commercial1: Lab
Space

2.6

Paper Towel Dispenser, Faucet

Drywall/Wood

Conjoined with Commercial1: Kitchenette

2.2

3.2

Faucet, Microwave, Paper Towel Dispenser

Drywall/Wood

2.5

2.4

Faucet, Paper Towel Dispenser, Toilet Flush, Urinal Flush

Drywall + Metal

Bathroom stalls are metal

3.2

2.4

Faucet, Paper Towel Dispenser, Toilet Flush, Urinal Flush

Drywall + Plastic

Bathroom stalls are plastic

build a model using the Gini impurity-based metric [29]. Using the
Gini impurity to measure the quality of our split criterion, we can
quantify the decrease in the weighted impurity of the feature in the
tree, which indicates its importance [37]. Another critical aspect
of Random Forests is that it decreases the importance of features
already duplicated by other features: given a spectral band that
has high importance and another spectral band that represents a
subset of the same information, the importance of the latter will
be reduced. As our goal is not to study the relationship between
features but to quantify the singular importance of each band, this
metric allows us to quantify the standalone information power of
each band.
We found that half of the top 10 features were in the ultrasound
range, the remainder in the audible range. Figure 4 (top) shows
the top 20 feature importances sorted from greatest to least. Of
the top 20 features, all audible features are within the privacysensitive speech range. Figure 4 (bottom) shows the feature importance sorted by frequency. In both fgures, infrasound is denoted
in pink, audible in green, and ultrasound in purple. Further examination shows that for infrasound, features below 1Hz have 0
information power. We suspect this is because we could not capture
a signifcant number of objects that emit sub-Hz acoustic energy
and only two of our objects (HVAC Furnace and Fireplace) had
the majority of their spectral power in infrasound. We found that
below 210Hz, there is a gradual tapering of feature importance for
audible frequencies, which we suspect is due to a similar reason. For

ultrasound, our greatest components came in the low ultrasound
region (f<50kHz), which also contained 5 of our top 10 components.
The average importance for infrasound, audible, and ultrasound
was 0.006, 0.011, and 0.013. Infrasound (27 bins), audible (53 bins),
and ultrasound (20 bins) contributed 16.2%, 57.8%, and 26% of the
total information power, respectively.

4.3

Classifcation Accuracy

We quantify our results of spectral analysis in terms of classifcation
accuracies as well. We test our system across various frequency
ranges, devices, and a privacy-preserving mode, described below.
For our evaluation, we use a Random Forest Classifer with 1000
estimators and evaluate performance in a leave one round out crossvalidation setting. Given that we have fve instances of each class
type, we divided the training set into four instances of each class,
and the corresponding test set contains one instance of each class,
across fve rounds. Other techniques such as Support Vector Machines and Multi-Layer Perceptron achieved similar performances;
hence we decided to remain with a Random Forrest Classifer to
make our classifcation machine learning pipeline match our spectral information power.
We wanted to quantify the usefulness of each frequency band in
terms of its impact on activity recognition. Therefore, we passed
the frequency bins of each spectrum and evaluated its performance.
When using Infrasound alone (f < 25Hz), our system achieves a
mean classifcation accuracy of 35.0%. For Audible alone (20Hz <
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Figure 4: The bar plot on the top shows each frequency
component’s predictive power, as measured by Gini Impurity. Infrasound is presented in pink, audible frequencies in
green, and ultrasonic components in purple. Bins that contain privacy-sensitive speech components are denoted with
crosshatches, indicating frequencies that should be avoided.
The bar plot on the bottom shows the top 20 most important frequencies ranked in order of their Gini Impurity. This
shows that ultrasound is the most viable frequency range for
creating a privacy-preserving always-on microphone.
Table 2: The classifcation accuracies per diferent combinations of frequency ranges and their privacy-preserving
status. Classifcation performance is restored to >90% when
adding Ultrasound to speech removed Audible.
Input Frequencies

Accuracy
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fountains and faucets, which are confused in audible ranges, but
can be distinguished when using ultrasonic bands. Also, items such
as projector and toaster oven, which were misclassifed by each
band individually, were only correctly predicted when combining
all frequency bands’ information.
We investigate the use of our system in a privacy-preserving
mode as well. That is, the performance of our system when no
speech components, from 300Hz to 8000Hz to include higher-order
harmonics, can be captured by it. To simulate this setting, we drop
the speech frequencies from our features. Therefore, we test three
conditions: audible frequency ranges without speech, audible and
ultrasound without speech, and full-spectrum without speech. We
found a signifcant drop in performance when removing speech
frequencies from audible, from 89.9% to 50.5%. We fnd that when
using privacy-preserving audible + ultrasound and full-spectrum,
our algorithm retained robustness, sufering an accuracy drop of
only 5.3% and 4.2%, respectively. Table 2 shows the results of removing speech frequencies relative to other frequency combinations
and their privacy-preserving status.

5

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

From our fndings in the information power study, we set out to
design a microphone optimized for high-audible and ultrasonic
frequencies, and avoiding frequency ranges that contain potentially
private information. We omit using an infrasound microphone for
PrivacyMic as they are physically large. Additionally, we only encountered a few number of objects that were infrasound-heavy
(e.g., HVAC Furnace, Fireplace), providing only a 1.1% improvement
in classifcation performance. PrivacyMic consists of three major
components: a wide-band ultrasonic microphone, in-hardware amplifcation and flter stage, and a low-noise, low-power high speed
Analog to Digital Converter (ADC). We now describe those components in greater detail.

Privacy Preserving

■Infrasound
35.0%
Yes
■Audible - ■Speech
50.5%
Yes
■Ultrasound
70.2%
Yes
■Infrasound + ■Ultrasound
80.2%
Yes
■Audible
89.9%
No
■Audible + ■Ultrasound - ■Speech
90.3%
Yes
■■■Full Spectrum - ■Speech
91.4%
Yes
■Audible + ■Ultrasound
92.8%
No
■Audible + ■Infrasound
93.2%
No
■■■Full Spectrum
95.6%
No
■Infrasound: f < 25Hz, ■Speech: 300Hz < f < 8kHz, ■Audible: 20Hz < f < 16kHz, ■Ultrasound: f > 16kHz

f < 16kHz), we get an accuracy of 89.9%. For Ultrasound alone
(f > 16kHz), we get an accuracy of 70.2%. When using the Full
Spectrum of acoustic information (i.e., all ranges combined), we
found a mean classifcation accuracy of 95.6%. We also performed
pairwise combinations of the three regions; their results can be
seen in Table 2. We observe an accuracy increase of 5.7% when
using Full Spectrum over using Audible alone.
It is interesting to note that compact fuorescent lightbulbs (CFLs)
and humidifers have powerful ultrasonic components, with minimal audible components, and are only distinguishable in that band.
The freplace has more signifcant components in infrasound than
in ultrasound and audible, and the HVAC furnace solely emits infrasound. The mutual information from all bands also helps to build
a more robust model for fne-grained classifcation. Particularly
interesting are items that sound similar to humans, such as water

5.1

System Architecture

In order to faithfully capture high-audible and ultrasonic frequencies, we needed to select a microphone that had sufcient range
(8kHz-192kHz) and could be fltered in-hardware. In-hardware fltering removes privacy-sensitive frequencies, such as speech, in
an immutable way, preventing an attacker from gaining access to
sensitive content remotely or by changing PrivacyMic’s software.
In-hardware fltering also ensures that no speech content will ever
leave the device when set to speech or audible fltered, since the
fltering is performed prior to the ADC. PrivacyMic does not have
access to these frequency components. While there are a number
of Pulse Density Modulation (PDM) microphones that would fulfll
our frequency range requirements, performing in-hardware fltering is signifcantly easier in the analog domain. Thus, since we
had extensive experience with the Knowles FG microphone in the
Dodomic, we use this microphone as our input. Since the Knowles
FG microphone produces small signals ( 25mVpp ), we preamplify
these signals with an adjustable gain (default G = 10) prior to fltering. The preamp is connected to a double pole triple throw switch,
connecting the amplifed signal to a high pass speech flter (fc =
8kHz), an audible flter (fc = 16kHz), or directly passed through
unfltered. We will describe these flters in further detail in our
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Figure 5: Block diagram of the PrivacyMic daughter board shown on the left and an image of the fully assembled system connected to a Raspberry Pi Zero W on the right. The PrivacyMic hardware uses an analog ultrasonic microphone and employees
a 4th order high pass Sallen-Key flter to remove privacy invasive speech and/or audible frequencies. A 250kHz low pass flter
is required by the 500kHz, SAR Analog to Digital Converter, to remove spurious high frequency interference. This prototype
uses switchable signal paths to test diferent cut-of frequencies.

hardware evaluation section. Past the flters, the signals are then
passed to a low-pass flter set to the Nyquist limit of the ADC (fc =
250kHz) to remove aliasing, high frequency noise, and interfernce.
Finally, a high-speed low-power SAR ADC samples these signals
(up to 500kHz) and is connected to a Raspberry Pi Zero W via SPI.
The Pi Zero then performs the SPI transaction and sends each sample to a computer via TCP. Figure 5 shows the full schematic of
PrivacyMic.

5.2

Hardware Evaluation

In this section, we describe in further detail the performance of our
in-hardware speech and audible flters, how well PrivacyMic can
pickup sounds from a distance, and the power consumption and
wireless performance of PrivacyMic.
5.2.1 Filter Performance. We wanted to evaluate the performance
of our speech and audible flters. Instead of performing a frequency
sweeps using a speaker and microphone, which introduces inconsistencies through the frequency response of the microphone and
output speaker, we bypassed the microphone and provided input
directly to our flters using a function generator [21]. For both
flters, we also performed a linear sweep and a log sweep from
100Hz to 100kHz and found signifcant signal suppression below
the flter cutof. Figure 6 shows the the flter flter performance of
our speech flter (top) and our audible flter (bottom). While our
measured flters’ cutofs are more aggressive than our 8kHz and
16kHz targets, we still found reasonable classifcation performance
(see Real World Evaluation).

4m, 6m, 9m, 12m, and 15m at an angle of 0° (direct facing), placing the microphone at each distance resulting in 7 measurements
per frequency. For each measurement, we calculated the RMS for
the given test frequency (i.e., the signal was fltered and all other
frequency components/noise removed). We then normalized the
values of each distance to the max RMS value for that frequency.
We ft an exponential curve in the form y = a ∗ e −b∗x + c ft to the
data. Figure 7 shows that across multiple frequencies, our microphone is able to pick up signal well above the noise foor even 15m
away. It is important to note that while PrivacyMic does not use
any frequencies below 8kHz, they were included for comparative
purposes.
5.2.3 Power Consumption. We measured the power consumption
of PrivacyMic using an ammeter. At 5V, we found PrivacyMic draws
.6mA and the Raspberry Pi Zero W draws 180mA during operation.
A 1600mAh battery, which has the same footprint as the Pi Zero,
could sustain continuous operation for 7 hours.
5.2.4 Wireless Performance. We found the average latency to track
with the latency of the network, with an average overhead of 2ms
on top of the network latency (i.e., ping times of 8ms resulted in

5.2.2 Distance Performance. To evaluate how well our microphone
is able to pickup sounds from a distance, we selected an audible
speaker [1] and a piezo transducer [32] and drove the speaker/transducer
at diferent frequencies using a function generator [21], set the output to high impedance and amplitude to 10Vpp . While the impedances
of the speakers were not equal, we do not make comparisons across
or between speakers. In order to minimize the efects of construcFigure 6: The magnitude Bode plots generated from linear sweeps of our speech and audible flters from 100Hz to
tive and destructive interference due to refections, we selected a
200kHz.
large, empty room (18m long, 8.5m wide, 3.5m tall) to perform our
acoustic propagation experiments. We marked distances of 1m, 2m,
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Figure 7: The distance response curves across four test frequencies, with the noise foor denoted in red.

overall latency of 10ms). We were also able to saturate the wireless bandwidth of the Raspberry Pi Zero W in testing, but only
require up to 16Mbps at a 500kHz sampling rate (500,000 samples *
4 bytes/sample * 8 bits/byte).

6

PRIVACY EVALUATION

There are numerous privacy concerns surrounding always-on microphones in our homes placed in locations where they have access
to private conversation. Two possible avenues where microphones
can be compromised are bad actors gain access to audio streams
of the device directly or through mishandled data breaches. We
performed a user study, evaluating whether our participants were
able to perceive various levels of content within a series of audio
clips, as if they were an eavesdropper listening to a PrivacyMic
audio stream. We also used this evaluation to confrm our previously selected frequency cutofs of 8kHz for speech and 16kHz for
audible.

6.1

Procedure

We generated 3 audio fles by reading a selected passage from
Wikipedia for approximately 30 seconds using PrivacyMic. For
fle A, we used our speech flter, removing all frequencies below
8kHz. We noticed that while speech frequencies were removed,
some higher frequency fragments of speech remained in the speech
fltered fle. To simulate a potential attack vector, we pitch shifted
the harmonic frequencies down to 300Hz (the lower range of human
voice frequencies), and generated fle B. For fle C, we used our
audible flter, removing all frequencies below 16kHz. All of the fles
were saved as a 16-bit lossless WAV. We recruited 8 participants
(Table 3) and asked them, for each of the fles, to respond on a Likert
scale (1 to 7, 1 being “Not at all” and 7 being “Very clearly”) to the
questions seen in Table 3.
We also elicited general comments per fle and comments comparing the three fles. The partcipants were asked to wear headphones for this study, but we did not restrict volume, they were
permitted to increase or decrease volume to their preference and
listen to the clip multiple times.

6.2

Results

For fle A, which had all speech frequencies removed, had mixed
responses on whether the participants could hear something in
the fle. However, participants were in general agreement that they
could not hear human sounds and were almost unanimous that they
could not hear speech. The ones that said they could hear speech
stated “someone speaking but not intelligable” and “it sounds like
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grasshoppers but the cadence of the sounds seems like human
speech”. All participants agreed with a score of 1 that they could not
hear speech well enough to transcribe. None were able to transcribe
a single word from the audio clip.
For fle B, which was the pitch shifted version of fle A, more
participants stated that they could hear something in the fle, and
a greater number stated that they were human sounds, but again
the majority could not identify the sound as speech: “it sounded
like someone was breathing heavily into the mic” and “it sounds
like a creepy monster cicada chirping and breathing”. All but one
participant stated with a score of 1 that they could not hear speech
well enough to transcribe. None were able to transcribe a single
word from the audio clip.
For fle C, which had all audible frequencies removed, had fewer
participants than fle A or B report that they could hear things in
the fle. Additionally, all but one reported with a score of 1 that they
could attribute the sounds to human, and all but one reported with
a score of 1 that they were able to hear speech. The same participant
who recognized the cadence in fle A also reported “Sounds like
tinny, squished mosquito. Could make out the cadence of human
speech”. None were able to transcribe a single word from the audio
clip.
Overall, only one participant was able to identify the content as
speech in two of the fles, but none were able to transcribe a single
word from any of the fles.

6.3

NLP Results

Additionally, we processed our audio fles through various natural
language processing services (CMU Sphinx, Google Speech Recognition, Google Cloud Speech to Text) and found none of them were
able to detect speech content within the fles. All of these services
were able to transcribe the original, unfltered audio correctly.
While we do not discount that there may be avenues to reconstruct speech from these speech and audible fltered clips, these
results show promise in preventing a bad actor from discerning
conversations by “listening in” alone.

7

REAL WORLD PERFORMANCE

While our Inaudible Sounds Evaluation presents promising results,
we also evaluated the performance of PrivacyMic in a less controlled
environment. Rather than consistently placing the microphone 3m
and 45° from the object, the microphone is placed in a natural
location relative to its environment in this real-world evaluation,
which introduces variety and realism. Unlike the previous study,
we do not perform background subtraction, and the objects remain
in their natural setting, allowing for a mixture of real-world noise,
volumes, and distances.

7.1

Procedure

We placed PrivacyMic near an electrical outlet for each environment, similar to typical IoT sensor placement such as an Alexa. We
collected ten rounds for each object in that environment, capturing
ten instances per round, 3000 samples per instance. Since we do not
evaluate across environments in this evaluation (and real-world
systems do not have the luxury of background subtraction), we
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Table 3: Questions asked of participants per each fle, summary statistics, and demographic information.
Question
For fle A: Were you able to hear anything in the fle?
For fle A: Were you able to hear human sounds in the fle? (i.e., sounds that could be coming from a human)
For fle A: Were you able to hear speech in the fle?
For fle A: Were you able to discern speech well enough to transcribe?
General comments on Sound File A (what did you hear if at all, what you perceived was in the fle, can you transcribe)
For fle B: Were you able to hear anything in the fle?
For fle B: Were you able to hear human sounds in the fle? (i.e., sounds that could be coming from a human)
For fle B: Were you able to hear speech in the fle?
For fle B: Were you able to discern speech well enough to transcribe?
General comments on Sound File B (what did you hear if at all, what you perceived was in the fle, can you transcribe)
For fle C: Were you able to hear anything in the fle?
For fle C: Were you able to hear human sounds in the fle? (i.e., sounds that could be coming from a human)
For fle C: Were you able to hear speech in the fle?
For fle C: Were you able to discern speech well enough to transcribe?
General comments on Sound File C (what did you hear if at all, what you perceived was in the fle, can you transcribe)
General comments on each sound fle (what did you hear if at all, what you perceived was in the fle) compared to one another
What is your age?
What gender do you identify as?
What level of education are you at?

Mean

SD

4.5
2.3
1.5
1.0
N/A
4.9
2.6
1.4
1.3
N/A
3.1
1.3
1.1
1.0
N/A
N/A
25.9
M: 5, F: 2, NB: 1
Grad: 8

2.1
2.1
1.1
0.0
N/A
1.8
1.2
0.7
0.7
N/A
1.8
0.7
0.4
0.0
N/A
NA
2.3
N/A
N/A

Figure 8: PrivacyMic was evaluated in three real-world environments: (A) kitchen, (B) bathroom, (C) ofce.

do not collect a background clip for background subtraction. Additionally, for each environment, ten rounds of the “nothing” class
were also collected, where none of the selected objects were on. We
also do not control for items turning on in the background (such as
a refrigerator or A/C). This procedure was repeated for both the
speech flter and the audible flter.
We performed our real-world evaluation in 3 familiar environments similar to our previous evaluation: kitchen, bathroom, and
ofce. These environments can be seen in Figure 8 and in the Video
Figure. For the kitchen environment, we selected the kitchen sink,
the microwave, and a handheld mixer. For the ofce environment,
we selected writing with a pencil, using a paper shredder, and turning on a monitor. For the bathroom environment, we selected an
electric toothbrush, fushing a toilet, and the bathroom sink.

7.2

Results

After collecting the data, we performed a leave-one-round-out evaluation, where we trained on nine rounds and tested on the tenth, all
combinations results averaged. We featurize the waveforms and use
a Random Forest classifer (1000 estimators) in a similar pipeline

to Section 4. However, as stated earlier, this evaluation omits background subtraction and also must correctly predict “nothing” when
no object is in use.
7.2.1 Speech Filter Results. We found performance consistent with
our earlier results using the speech flter, where frequencies less
than 16kHz are removed. For the kitchen environment, we found
an average accuracy of 99.3% (SD = 1.1%). For the bathroom environment, we found an average accuracy of 99.7% (SD = 0.8%). For
the ofce environment, we found an average accuracy of 99.3%
(SD = 1.1%). We also explored the performance of a unifed model,
where we performed a leave-one-round-out evaluation on all 10
classes. In order to prevent a class imbalance (as there are three
times the number of instances for the nothing class), we perform us
the nothing class from each environment separately and average
the results. For our unifed model, we found an average accuracy of
98.9% (SD = 0.7%). The confusion matrices for each condition can
be found in Figure 10.
7.2.2 Audible Filter Results. We found performance consistent with
our earlier results using the audible flter, but slightly degraded
compared to the speech flter, where frequencies less than 16kHz
are removed. For the kitchen environment, we found an average
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accuracy of 95.0% (SD = 2.7%). For the bathroom environment, we
found an average accuracy of 98.2% (SD = 2.2%). For the ofce
environment, we found an average accuracy of 99.3% (SD = 1.6%).
Similar to the speech flter results, we evaluated the performance
of a unifed model, and found an average accuracy of 95.8% (SD =
2.1%). The confusion matrices for each condition can be found in
Figure 10.

8

DISCUSSION

While classifcation accuracies suggest that the audible range is the
most critical standalone acoustic range, the average importance of
each bin was greater in ultrasound by 18% compared to audible,
making it the most valuable region per bin. When restricting input
frequencies to only “safe” frequency bands, classifcation accuracies suggest a diferent story: ultrasound alone provides an almost

Figure 9: Characteristic FFTs in ultrasound only for each of
our selected real world objects.
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20% improvement over privacy-preserving audible (where speech
is removed). When privacy-preserving audible is combined with
ultrasound, classifcation accuracies surpass traditional audible performances that includes speech frequencies. These two frequency
combinations are precisely what PrivacyMic leverages as input
when using its speech and audible flters.
There is a trade-of between accuracy and privacy with many systems: reducing the amount of information available to ML models
makes it more challenging to perform classifcation tasks accurately. Fortunately, there is a plentiful amount of information in
ultrasound, and re-running our Inaudible Sounds Evaluation with a
cutof of 20kHz (the absolute upper range of hearing in all humans)
resulted in only a 5% decrease in accuracy. Many of the most valuable ultrasound bands are signifcantly outside of human hearing:
5 of the Top 20 bands are >27kHz, and all ultrasonic bands at or
below 56kHz are above-average importance. It’s also important to
note that all ultrasonic bands have non-zero feature importance,
meaning they contribute to the classifcation performance. Thus,
while increasing the flter cutof to improve privacy will afect accuracy, we still expect good performance even when the cutof is
signifcantly outside of human hearing.
As the number of listening devices grows in our lives, the implications of privacy become of greater importance. All smart speechbased personal assistants require a key-phrase for invocation, like
“Hey Siri” or “Ok Google.” In an ideal world, these devices do not
“listen” until the phrase is said, but, this prohibits a platform from
truly achieving real-time, always-running activity recognition. The
converse is always listening devices, which are continuously processing sounds. There are serious privacy concerns around these
devices, as improper handling of data can lead to situations where
speech and sensitive audio data is recorded and preserved. While
our eavesdropping evaluation is by no means an exhaustive study
to prove that PrivacyMic defnitively removes all traces of speech,
it shows that at least in the case of someone “listening in” to audio
data recorded via PrivacyMic that speech is no longer intelligible.
While current speech recognition systems were also unable to
detect speech content in our evaluation, we expect future eavesdropping attacks to more likely be algorithmic rather than a human
listening and may be able to perform speech recovery using the
remaining speech fragments that humans cannot fnd intelligible.
One possible way to preemptively thwart these attacks is to increase
the flter cutof such that no speech fragments remain. Future work
should explore how to defnitively safeguard against these algorithmic attacks by training models to eavesdrop on “safe” sounds and
validating the safeness of the cutof. While we cannot prevent every
future attack, we argue PrivacyMic presents a minimum baseline
for privacy.
Using ultrasonic frequencies also has implications on device
hardware. In Figure 4, looking at the ultrasound bins, there’s a
drop-of in importance for frequency components above 56kHz.
Further, all of the ultrasonic bins that appear in the top 20 feature
importances (Figure 4) exist outside of the range of most microphones (above 20kHz), yet below 45kHz. While components outside
of those ranges are not unimportant, it suggests that future devices
are not far away from capturing a few more high-importance frequency ranges before the cost outweighs the beneft. Simply put,
if the upper limit of devices were extended from 20kHz to 56kHz,
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Figure 10: Confusion matrices for PrivacyMic’s real world evaluation for the two unifed models, with speech fltered out (left)
and audible fltered out (right).

they would capture 86.4% of the total feature importance of the full
spectrum analyzed in this study.
Further, using inaudible frequencies encompass sensing capabilities that were commonly associated with other sensors. For
example, to determine whether the lights or a computer monitor is
on, a photosensor and RF module are reasonable choices of sensors.
Utilizing ultrasound, PrivacyMic now can “hear” light bulbs and
monitors, two devices that are silent to humans. In the case of the
computer monitor, real-time classifcation can be seen in the Video
Figure.

9

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our work explored inaudible sources as feature
sources for acoustic activity recognition. We compiled a frst-ofits-kind dataset, containing 127 items and 6.2 hours of audio data
collected across seven buildings. With this data, we performed a
spectral information power analysis, showing that ultrasound frequencies comprise fve of the top ten features and has the highest
average feature importance compared to audible and infrasound frequencies. We then simulated the classifcation performance of our
device using this collected dataset and found privacy-preserving
accuracies of up to 91.4%, compared to 50.5% when using speechfltered audible alone. We used these fndings to design PrivacyMic’s
in-hardware speech and audible flters. We used these flters to perform an eavesdropping evaluation, where participants were asked to
listen to audio clips of fltered speech: none of the participants were
able to transcribe a single word. We then performed a real-world
evaluation across three common environments, kitchen, bathroom,
and ofce, and found greater than 95% accuracy across all three
environments and flter settings. Inaudible sounds are clearly a rich
source of signals and we hope our fndings inspire more work and
wider adoption of these privacy-preserving frequency bands for
acoustic activity recognition.
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